
Assembly Instructions for the 53358KD Pizza Pan Rack 

Package Contents 
2ea- Sides 
5ea.- Shelves 
1ea.- Top shelf w/flip up pan stop 
1ea.- Bolt on rear pan stop 
24ea.- 3/8”-16 x 1 ¼” Flange bolt 
6ea.- 1/4”-20 x 1 ½ Phillips head 
6ea.- 1/4” Flat washer 
6ea.- 1/4”-20 Lock nut 
 
 
Tools Needed for Assembly 
Philllips Screwdriver 
7/16” Wrench 
9/16” Wrench 

 

 
Step 1 
Lay the sides down on the floor 
and tilt up the sides to position 
the top shelf with the flip pan 
stop upwards.  Using the 3/8”-16 
x 1 ½” Flange Bolts to assemble 
the shelves to the sides.  Start 
with the top shelf and start the 
four bolts into the shelf through 
the top two holes in each side.  
This will hold the sides standing 
up for easy assembly of the rest 
of the shelves.  Next assemble the 
other five shelves with four bolts 
per shelf making sure all of the 
pan stop holes in the back of the 
shelf are on the same end of the 
rack against the floor.  (Do not 
tighten the bolts until all the bolts 
are started into the shelves). 

 



Step 2 
Tighten all 24 shelf bolts using a 
9/16” wrench. 

  
Step 3 
Turn the rack over so the pan 
stop holes in back of all six 
shelves are pointing upwards.  
Position the pan stop on top of 
the shelves lining up the bolt 
holes.  Install the pan stop with 
the six ¼”-20 x 1 ½” Phillips head 
bolts, flat washers and lock nuts.  
Install with the head of the bolt 
and the washer on the pan stop 
side and the nut inside the shelf.  
Tighten using the Phillips 
screwdriver and 7/16” wrench.  
(Do not over tighten bolt and nut) 

   

 
If you experience any problems or 
missing any hardware please call 
New Age Industrial at 800-255-
0104 and reference Model # 
53358KD 

 

 

 


